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Abstract— This paper is a review of the research work done 

in image steganography with the focus on Reversible Data 

Hiding (RDH) technique. The data embedding is done into 

the space created into the cover object. This distorts the 

quality of the medium. There are certain applications in 

which one cannot afford the use of cover medium eg. defense, 

medical application, forensic etc. These critical applications 

make the use of reversible data hiding technique (RDH). The 

RDH technique is based on hiding the secret message by 

altering pixel magnitudes. The salient feature of this 

methodology is that the cover image can be restored to the 

original quality after the segregation of the hidden message. 

The modern trend is for the RDH application and this paper 

covers the similar research work conducted by the authors in 

recent past. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a strong need for data security. The popular 

technologies used in concealed communication and 

authentication are cryptography, watermarking and 

steganography. The origin of the word “stego” means to 

cover and “graphy” means writing. Cryptography is the 

modification of the text message in such a way that it 

becomes almost impossible to decipher the actual message. 

The medium used to hide the data can be any still image, a 

stream of pictures, sound message or some text. This is 

technically known as host or medium. The popular data 

authentication technique is known as digital watermarking 

[4]. This convert digital sign which can be a sound signal, 

image or a video is embedded inside the object. The 

originality of the content can be verified by checking the 

authentic sign [1]. This proves the originality of the contents. 

The information hiding framework can be evaluated on the 

basis of the security, capacity, degree of perception and high 

fidelity. 

The different methods allow the different capacity 

of data hiding. The primary objective is to maximize the 

security features to make it most difficult to decode the secret 

message. The degree of secrecy depends upon the perception 

of the stego – message. The content must look as simple and 

normal to the attackers. The hiding system can be made 

tamper-proof and this character of the system is called as the 

robustness. 

II. REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING 

The data embedding is done into the space created into the 

cover object. This distorts the quality of the medium. There 

are certain applications one cannot afford the use of cover 

medium eg. Defense, medical application [8], forensic etc. In 

these areas, Reversible Data Hiding technique (RDH) is used. 

The RDH technique is based on hiding the secret message by 

altering pixel magnitudes. The plus point is that the cover 

image can be restored to the original quality after receiving 

the hidden message. This technique has been very well 

explained in the fig. 2. The modern trend is for the RDH 

application and this paper covers the similar research work 

conducted by the authors in recent past. 

 
Fig. 2: Reversible Data Hiding 

III. BASIC RDH TECHNIQUES 

PWLC Data Hiding Technique-The best of our knowledge, 

the only proposed reversible data hiding technique for binary 

images is PWLC (Pair Wise Logical Computation). However, 

it seems that sometimes PWLC does not correctly remove the 

hidden data, and fails to regain perfectly the original cover 

image. PWLC uses neither the spread spectrum nor any 

compression technique. It uses XOR binary operations to 

store the payload in the host image. It scans the host image in 

some order (for example, in raster scanning order). Only 

sequences "000000" or "111111" that is located near to the 

image boundaries are chosen to hide data. The sequence 

"000000" becomes "001000" if bit 0 is inserted, and becomes 

"001100" if bit 1 is inserted. Similarly, the sequence 

"111111" becomes "110111" if bit 0 is inserted, and becomes 

"110011" if bit 1 is inserted. The image boundaries may 

change with the watermark insertion. Moreover, let us 

suppose that a sequence "001000" (located near to an image 

boundary) was found in the stego image. The papers do not 

describe how to discriminate between an unmarked "001000" 

sequence and an originally "000000" sequence that became 

"001000" with the insertion of the hidden bit 0. 

DHTC Data Hiding Technique- The author 

proposed a non-reversible data hiding technique in this paper 

named DHTC (Data Hiding by Template ranking with 

symmetrical Central pixels). DHTC turns only low-visibility 

pixels to insert the hidden data and consequently images. It 

has excellent visual and don't present salt and pepper noise. 

IV. INVESTIGATION OF SOME RDH ALGORITHMS 

In this section, reversible data hiding algorithms proposed so 

far in the lossless watermarking literature are presented. 
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A. Lossless Compression & Encryption of Bit Planes 

Space is found by compressing proper bit-plane that offers 

minimum redundancy to hold the hash to hide data. Lossless 

compression can be used unless the image is not noisy are 

offered by Lowest bit-plane. Some bit-planes reveals strong 

correlation in completely noisy image. Enough room to store 

the hash finds bit-planes. Using MD5 algorithm hash length 

is 128 bit. The JBIG lossless compression method to 

compress the bit-plane used by authors. During implanting 

the algorithm, first of all, calculates the hash of the real image, 

finds the proper bit plane, and adds the hash with the 

compressed bit-plane data, then selected bit-plane by 

sequence data had been exchanged. For more security, the 

sequenced hash with compressed data is enciphered using 

symmetric key [10] encryption based on 2-dimensional 

chaotic maps. The variable sized blocks are taken in the 

algorithm and give the enciphered message as long as the real 

message, so no padding is required. Other public or 

symmetric key algorithms [10] can be used, but they require 

padding to embed the encrypted message and hence increase 

distortion. During deciphering after key bit-plane selection 

the data is decrypted and the hash is separated from the 

compressed original bit-plane data. The bit-plane is replaced 

by the decompressed data; hence the exact copy of the real 

image is found. The hash of the reconstructed image is 

calculated and compared with the takeout hash; the image in 

question is authentic if both are same. The advantages of this 

algorithm are-(i)Capacity should be high. (ii) To use secret 

key during embedding which increases its security. (iii)For 

the authentication purposes of JPEG files it can be applied, 

complex multimedia objects like audio files, digitized 

hologram etc. The disadvantages are-(i)Noisy image forces 

the algorithm to embed information in higher bit-plane when 

the distortions are higher and easily visible, (ii)Multiple bit-

planes are often required to have sufficient space when the 

artifacts become seeable. (iii)Capacity is not high enough to 

embed large payload. 

B. Reversible Data Hiding at Low Pixel 

To improve the compression efficiency of reversible data 

hiding technique which uses prophecy based conditional 

entropy coder as side-information that utilizing static portions 

of the input signal. Hence embedding capacity is increased of 

the lossless data. This method of spatial domain is the 

modification of generalized LSB [9] embedding technique 

and uses very simple signal features: raw pixels of lowest 

levels. It followed by the general principle of lossless 

embedding. Algorithm increases Land continues searching If 

the given capacity is lower than expected. Enough capacity is 

found Once, it concatenates the hash with compressed pixel 

values. The concatenated bit-string is converted into L-ary 

symbols to replace the lowest L-levels of pixel values. The 

process of decoding is just the reverse of the embedding 

phase. The advantages are–(i)Algorithm is simple 

and(ii)With the increase of embedding level L higher 

capacity can be found. The disadvantages are–(i)Depends 

largely on the evenness of real image; so cannot be applied to 

where the capacity will be zero or very low like the textured 

image(ii)Artifacts are visible with the increase of embedding 

level L multiple bit-planes are often required to have 

sufficient space when the artifacts become seeable. 

C. Based on Integer Wavelet Transform 

A large capacity of lossless data hiding based on integer 

wavelet transform [2]. Integer wavelet transforms hides 

authentication information and accounting data into a middle 

bit-plane of integer wavelet coefficients in high-frequency 

sub-bands. To prevent grayscale overflowing during data 

embedding. The histogram modification or integer modulo 

addition is used. The second-generation wavelet transform 

IWT method is used. The more bias between 1s and 0s 

starting from 2nd bit-plane to higher bit-planes of IWT 

coefficients found by the author the watermarked image 

should be same as the real image and it also has high PSNR, 

the author embeds information into middle bit-plane and in 

the high-frequency sub-bands respectively. The arithmetic 

coding is used to compress. The watermark payload sequence 

with compressed data is embedded with a secret key. The 

watermark is extracted and the real image is reconstructed in 

the opposite manner in the extraction phase. The gray-scale 

[6] overflow either in histogram modification or grayscale 

modification is used as pre-processing and post-processing 

during embedding and extraction phases respectively. The 

advantages are – (i) Capacity should be high and (ii) To use 

secret key during embedding which increases its security. The 

disadvantages are–(i) Multiple bit-planes are often required 

to have sufficient space when the artifacts become seeable 

(ii)Mapping of grayscale. 

D. High Capacity Watermarking Based on Difference 

Expansion 

A reversible watermarking method with high quality based 

on difference expansion [14] with high capacity. To embed 

data Pixel differences are used; this is because of high 

redundancies between the neighboring pixel values in 

unprocessed images. During embedding–(i) Calculation of 

differences of neighboring pixel values. (ii)Determined the 

changeable bits in that differences. (iii)Changeable bits 

increases because some differences are chosen to be 

expandable by 1-bit.(iv)Concatenated bit-stream of 

compressed original changeable bits, the location of 

expanded difference numbers (location map), and the hash of 

original image (payload) is embedded into the changeable 

bits of different numbers in a pseudo-random order.(v)To 

have the watermarked pixels from resultant differences use 

the inverse transform. During watermark removal–(i) 

Calculation of differences of neighboring pixel values. 

(ii)Determined the changeable bits in that differences. 

(iii)Changeable bits increases because some differences are 

chosen to be expandable by 1-bit.(iv)Concatenated bit-stream 

of compressed original changeable bits, the location of 

expanded difference numbers (location map), and the hash of 

original image (payload) is embedded into the changeable 

bits of different numbers in a pseudo-random order. (v) 

Decompress the compressed separated bit-streams and 

reconstruct the original image replacing the changeable 

bits.(vi)Calculate reconstructed image’s hash and compare 

with extracted hash. The advantages are – (i) Due to 

compression-decompression we get lossless data.(ii) Also for 

audio and video data. (iii) Encipher of compressed location 

map and changeable bit-stream of different numbers 

increases the security. The disadvantages include–(i) There 

may be very little errors. (ii)Depends largely on the evenness 
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of real image; so cannot be applied to where the capacity will 

be zero or very low like the textured image. (iii)There is 

significant degradation of visual quality due to bit-

replacements of grayscale pixels. 

E. Reversible Data Hiding by Histogram Shifting 

Zero or minimum point of histogram[3] utilized.it increases 

pixel values by one from higher than the peak to lower than 

the zero or minimum point in the histogram If the peak is 

lower than the zero or minimum point in the histogram. The 

whole image is searched while embedding. Once a peak-pixel 

value is encountered, if the bit to be embedded is '1' the pixel 

is added by 1, else it is kept complete. Alternatively, if the 

peak is higher than the zero, the algorithm decreases pixel 

values by one from lower than the peak to higher than the zero 

or minimum point in the histogram, and to embed bit '1' the 

encountered peak-pixel value is subtracted by 1. The 

decoding process is quite simple and opposite of the 

embedding process. The algorithm essentially does not 

follow the general principle of lossless watermarking [3]. The 

advantages of this method are–(i) Simple (ii)A constant 

PSNR 48.0dB it always offers. (iii)Distortions are invisible. 

(iv) High capacity. The disadvantages are–(i) By the 

frequency of peak-pixel value in the histogram capacity is 

limited. (ii)The image searches several times, so the 

algorithm is time-consuming. 

V. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Discrete Fourier Transformation based Image 

Authentication Technique 

Debnath Bhattacharyya et. al.[1] have proposed a new 

technique, Discrete Fourier Transformation based Image 

Authentication (which also called as a ‘DFTIAT’) has been 

proposed to certify an image. And this is done by its own 

applications. This is also transferred confidential message or 

image over the network. Inverse DFT is performed for the 

transformation from the frequency domain to a spatial 

domain as the final step of encoding. Decipher decoding is 

done through the reverse procedure. The experimental results 

have been discussed and compared with the existing 

steganography algorithm S-Tools. Histogram analysis and 

Chi-Square test of the source image with implant image show 

the better results in comparison with the S-Tools. 

2) A Novel Approach to Develop a Secure Image based 

Steganography Model using Integer Wavelet Transform 

Souvik Bhattacharyya et. al. [2] have proposed that the 

Steganography is a method which involves hiding a message 

in an appropriate type of image or audio. It is of Greek origin 

and means "Covered or unseen writing".This type can be sent 

from a sender to the receiver without knowing anyone except 

the authenticated receiver.No one knows the information 

except the sender and receiver. Steganography is used for 

secured data transmission over any public media. 

3) Reversible Watermarking Based On Generalized 

Histogram Shifting 

Mohammad Arabzadeh, et. al.[3] have proposed in this paper 

are a conception of the well-known histogram shifting 

method for reversible watermarking. Binary watermark 

source is changed into a non-binary source that produces 

symbols from an alphabet of n (n>2) symbols. A technique is 

same as the generalized least significant bit (GLSB). The 

GSB is used to transmit the watermark; therefore, an 

arithmetic coder is used in a source coding stage.to implant 

data, a histogram is shifted between border points. This shifts 

according to the number of symbols that are being created by 

the generalized watermark. Source and pixels that take the 

value of border point are modified like in the original 

histogram shifting method with the only difference that 

modification is no longer limited to only {0,1} but to 

{0,1,…,n–1}. this conception can increase the flexibility of 

histogram shifting technique. This permits the embedder to 

better adapt itself to the embedding problem. 

4) Context-Based Reversible Watermarking 

Anoja C.M et. al[4] have proposed that a new category of 

watermarking schemes is Reversible watermarking. It 

completely recovers the watermark by the side of with the 

real image. In starting this technique is only used for the 

validation, now it is used to send highly informative 

information through the real image. This technique is mostly 

used by some important media such as medical and military 

images because these kinds of media do not allow any loss. 

This provide lossless data. 

The previous reversible watermarking method is 

least significant bit embedding, difference expansion, 

prediction error expansion, integer transform, expansion 

embedding, reversible data hiding, pattern substitution, 

sample projection etc. In all these methods the data 

embedding capacity and image quality are very less. So in this 

paper authors offer reversible watermarking method 

“context-based reversible watermarking” is used. The 

embedding capacity with less computational complexity and 

less distortion is increased. 

5) Separable Reversible Data Hiding for Encrypted Palette 

Images with Color Partitioning and Flipping Verification 

Han-Zhou Wu et. al.[5] have proposed that Reversible data 

hiding (RDH) into encipher images is of increasing attention 

to researchers as the real content can be perfectly rebuilt after 

the embedded data are take out while the content owner’s 

privacy remains protected. There is no suitable RDH scheme 

designed for enciphered palette images that have been 

reported, while palette images have been widely utilized. 

It helped to design a reliable RDH scheme for 

enciphered palette images. The proposed method adopts a 

color partitioning method to use the palette colors to construct 

a certain number of embeddable color-triples, whose indexes 

are self-embedded into the encrypted image so that a data 

hider can collect the usable color-triples to embed the secret 

data. For a receiver, the embedded color-triples can be 

determined by verifying a self-embedded check-code that 

enables the receiver to retrieve the embedded data only with 

the data hiding key. 

6) DuoHide: a Secure System for Hiding Multimedia Files 

in Dual RGB Cover Images 

Marwa Tariq Al-Bayati et. al.[6] have proposed that DuoHide 

is presented in which a secret multimedia file, regardless of 

its type, is processed without un-compression. A secret 

multimedia file divided between two cover images of equal 

size and dimensions. The multimedia file is read as a stream 

of bytes and split vertically into two parts; one part contains 

the least significant half-bytes, and the other part contains the 

most significant half-bytes. The two parts are hidden inside 
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two uncompressed RGB cover images using a least 

significant 4-bit replacement technique. The resulting dual 

stego images are expected to be sent separately, through 

different channels, to avoid capture of both stego files by an 

adversary. Extraction of the secret file is achieved through 

merging LSB half-bytes from the two stego files. The 

extracted file is identical in content and structure with the 

original secret file. The implemented DuoHide system was 

evaluated using a set of public multimedia files; images, 

audios, and videos, of various sizes. The secret file sizes 

ranged from 5% to about 100% of the cover image's size. 

The experimental results showed that even at the 

highest embedding ratio, which is based on the secret-to-

cover ratio, there were no perceptible visual differences 

between cover and stego images. The PNSR value was 

calculated as PSNR1, for cover1 and stego1, and PSNR2 for 

cover2 and stego2. The lowest PSNR value was around 31 dB 

for the highest embedding ratio, which is considered 

acceptable concerning statistical imperceptibility. The PSNR 

value increased as the embedding ratio decreased, reaching 

around 65 Decibel (dB) for the case of 5% secret-to-cover 

ratio. The integrity of the extracted secret file was verified 

through a bitwise comparison between original and extracted 

files, which showed zero differences. 

The DuoHide model is expected to provide better 

security for the hidden file, in case an attacker manages to 

capture one of the stego images and recover the hidden 

content because the attacker will only get an 

incomprehensible set of half-byte bits. An additional 

advantage of using a pair of stego files is that of reducing 

stego file size by 50%, to avoid problems and limitations of 

transmitting large files, especially that multimedia files are 

often large, and they cannot be compressed because they are 

already compressed. Security of the DuoHide system can 

further be improved by randomizing storage locations within 

the two stego images. 

7) Decomposing Joint Distortion for Adaptive 

Steganography 

Weiming Zhang et. al.[7] have proposed that Recent 

advances on adaptive steganography involve that to improve 

the security of steganography by exploiting the mutual impact 

of modifications between neighboring cover elements such as 

pixels of images, which is known as a non-additive distortion 

model. In this paper, by defining joint distortion on pixel 

blocks, we propose a framework for non-additive distortion 

steganography. To minimize the complexity for minimizing 

joint distortion, we design coding method to decompose the 

joint distortion(Dejon). We prove that DeJoin can approach 

the lower bound of joint distortion. We define joint distortion 

according to the principle of Synchronizing Modification 

Direction (SMD) and then design steganographic algorithms 

with DeJoin. The experimental results show that the proposed 

method outperforms previous non-additive distortion 

steganography when resisting state-of-the-art steganalysis. 

8) Combination Schemes Reversible Data Hiding for 

Medical Images 

Aulia Arham et.al.[8] have proposed that By using the 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) on 

digital images the conventional schemes of data hiding such 

as Least Significant Bit (LSB) or frequency domain. It can 

cause a permanent distortion after the extraction process. In 

medical images, misrepresentation in the image can cause 

misdiagnosis. To solve this problem, a special scheme such 

as reversible data hiding is required for the embedding data 

in the medical image. One of the schemes is Difference 

Expansion (DE) in reversible data hiding, which used to 

restore the image without any misrepresentation after the 

extraction process. In this paper, a new scheme based on DE 

has been offered to increase capacity and visual quality. 

Medical images want the large smooth block areas, while the 

original DE scheme is based on the non-smooth area's image. 

Eight different medical images were used to evaluate the 

offered scheme. The result showed that the offered scheme’s 

capacity is high and visual quality is very good as compared 

to the original scheme and similar schemes. 

9) An Improved Image Steganography Technique based on 

MSB using Bit Differencing 

Ammad Ul Islam1 et. al.[9] have proposed secure exchange 

of information is the rapid development of data 

communication in modern time. With help of Steganography 

we can hide data from an unauthorised users. Steganographic 

method hide secret data in different file formats such as: 

image, text, audio, and video. In steganography invisibility, 

payload capacity, and security like terms for PSNR and 

robustness key challenges. In this paper, Most significant bits 

(MSB) of image pixels is proposed image. Bit No. 5 is used 

to store the secret bits based on the difference of bit No. 5 and 

6 of cover image. If the difference of bit No. 5 and 6 is 

different from secret data bit then the value of bit No. 5 is 

changed. The results state that the proposed technique ensures 

significant improvements in signal to noise ratio. Usually, the 

hackers focus on LSB bits for secret data extraction but the 

proposed technique utilizes the MSB bits that make it more 

secure from unknown access. Furthermore, the presented 

technique is not only secure, but computationally efficient as 

well. 

10) Data Hiding Technique in Video Using a Secret Key 

Miss. Chaitali. D. Raut[10] have proposed that data hiding 

has increased in digital copyright protection with the recent 

activity. One way to secure the image is to secretly embed 

data in the content of the image. The content owner or sender 

hide the real message using hiding key in any cover medium. 

The receiver does the reverse of the method for getting back 

the original message. In the data hiding we get back the 

original content by extracting the secret message. One of the 

major disadvantage with simple LSB method is that, it can 

change the least significant bit of all the image pixel while 

inserting the secret data into the target image. In this way 

hidden message will be harmed by changing the image 

quality. To overcome that limitations a improved LSB with 

1,4,3 bit position technique is currently being developed. The 

block size 4x4 used to hide data.it is secure data hiding in the 

image. 

11) Image Steganography Using Uniform Split and Merge 

Technique 

Sayli Tambe et. al.[11] have proposed that a regularly 

enlarging number of data is made in different structures 

Nowadays. To stored and transmitted the data online security 

is the most essential factor. So many ways are like 

Cryptography, Steganography and Digital Watermarking are 

used to protect the data. Here data is encrypted with the help 
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of Encryption Algorithm. By image using LSB Algorithm the 

encrypted data is embedded into a system’s Default image. 

Steganography default image is then partitioned into uniform 

parts and gets combined into reverse sequence using Uniform 

Split and combine Technique. Reverse steganographed 

default image is then hidden into another image. 

12) Algebraic Decoding of Cyclic Codes Using Partial 

Syndrome Matrices 

Chong-Dao Lee [12] have proposed that communication 

systems and data storage systems cyclic codes have been 

widely used. This paper offers a new procedure for decoding 

cyclic codes up to actual minimum distance. The decoding 

procedure consists of two step-1) Compute the known 

syndromes.2) Error positions and error values computation. 

All entries whose matrix are syndromes is called syndrome 

matrix. In this article, two new methods are presented for 

error positions and error values.1) The first method uses a 

new partial syndrome matrix with Gaussian elimination .The 

binary cyclic codes of lengths from 69 to 99 for partial 

syndrome matrices. The partial syndrome matrices contain 

unknown syndromes for some cyclic codes.2) The second 

method builds a matrix from a system of equations, which is 

generated by the determinants of different partial syndrome 

matrices, and makes use of Gaussian elimination to determine 

its row rank. Many more cyclic codes beyond the BCH bound 

can be decoded with these methods. 

13) A Low Complexity PTS Technique Using Minimal 

Trellis in OFDM Systems 

Houshou Chen[13] have proposed that a novel algorithm for 

peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction of OFDM 

signals by executing partial transmit sequence(PTS)in 

minimal trellis of block codes. The method uses a linear code 

with good minimal trellis to select the transmitted OFDM 

signal with minimum PAPR and to transmit side information 

with error correction. The strategy of combining of trellis and 

PTS are: A low complexity PTS for weighting vector search 

provide and error protection capability for side information to 

highlighting. Affected results achieves good PAPR reduction 

with lower complexity, compared to other PTS approaches. 

14) Reversible data hiding scheme based on significant-bit-

difference expansion 

Weiqing Wang et. al.[14] have proposed that significance-bit-

difference expansion, a lossless robust data hiding scheme. If 

the stego image remains intact the real cover image can be 

recovered without any distortion after the hidden data have 

been extracted. On the other hand, the hidden data can be 

durable against unintentional changes applying to the stego 

image, such as image compression. Sometimes random noise 

which is below a certain level does not change the content of 

an image. The proposed scheme decomposes has two parts, 

the higher significant bits (HSB) and the least significant bits 

(LSB).The shift and shifting rule are fixed for all HSB 

difference values. To the separation of HSBs and LSBs, 

minor alteration applying to the stego image generated by 

non-malicious attacks such as Joint Photographic Experts 

Group (JPEG) compression, which will not change the HSB 

values as well as the HSB difference values, and robustness 

is achieved. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Reversible Data Hiding principles and 

techniques,basic notions of RDH and primary techniques 

including PWLC data hiding technique and DHTC data 

hiding technique have been viewed. Some of the algorithms 

in the field of RHD are also investigated. They were: Lossless 

Compression and Encryption of Bit Planes, Reversible Data 

Hiding at Low Pixel-Levels, Based on Integer Wavelet 

Transform, High Capacity Watermarking Based on 

Difference Expansion and Reversible Data Hiding by 

Histogram Shifting. Features of each algorithm have been 

discussed separately in details. 
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